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What is this “Internet” of which you speak?

- Under the hood
- The total driving experience

E.g., it could still be the Internet even if IP went away

What matters?

- Permissionless innovation
  - Building blocks
  - Access

- Collaboration
  - In the public interest
  - For self-interest (scaling)
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What has changed?

- Used to be “nice to have”

- Now perceived as “critical infrastructure”
  - Government interest – security and civil protection
  - Business interest – this network is not a playground
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Possible discussion points
What are the most pressing challenges for the evolution of the Internet? Including:

The right ways to approach the longer-term innovation problems that need a more structured approach -- through research or otherwise?

The difficulty of deploying changes on the operational Internet?
What are the right driving forces for Internet evolution?

- Natural evolution - letting "market forces prevail"
- Top-down regulatory - return to the telco regime
- Clean slate - repealing the "laws of Internet physics"
- Or?